Friday 29th April

Lower Junior News!
‘We believe in the power of YET!
Hello everyone,
The children have worked
extremely hard and have
been busy producing some
wonderful pieces of work.
In English the children
have continued to work
hard this week. They have
learnt how to take concise
notes from texts and
completed research on the
country Italy to create a
persuasive advert. They
have started writing these
adverts using persuasive
techniques. In maths the
children have looked at
multiplying numbers by 10.
They have also been
doubling numbers to 100.
Year 4 children have also
been looking at note taking
and then researching the
country Italy. They have
been focusing on
persuasive techniques
when writing their
brochure. In maths they
have started fractions
looking at equivalent
fractions, unit and non-unit
fractions before moving
onto fraction of amounts.
In science the children have been exploring shadows using torches. In computing they were adding pages to
a website focusing on a book review. In PE the children continued their topic in athletics and enjoyed their
afternoon out in the sun. In humanities the children were using atlas’.
Tempest Photography – Wednesday 25th May will be taking extra individual photographs for all year
groups. Year 6’s and Reception will not have these taken as they had theirs this week.

On Friday 6th May, we will be celebrating National Space Day. On this
day, the children will be taking part in activities linked to Space. Children are also
invited to come to school dressed in a Space themed outfit if they wish. As part
of our Space Day, we will be holding a competition for the whole school. Both
teachers and children are invited to take part. In EYFS and KS1, we are holding a
Space Day-
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rocket-making competition. We would like the children to make a rocket to take
them up and away into space. They can use any items they can find at home. In
KS2, we would like the children to design and make a moon buggy to collect
samples from across the Moon’s surface. Entries will be tested across bumpy
terrain. All entries for the competition will need to be in by Friday 13th May.
These will also be shared in our celebration assembly. Please ensure all entries
have full names and classes on them. They can be handed to either Miss Spencer
or Miss Ward.
School will be closed next week on Monday for Bank Holiday and Thursday due to
voting day as school is used as a polling station.
Spanish Phrase of the week:
Home learning
Year 3: Reading Comprehension and Times Tables
Year 4: Times Tables and Past and Present Tense

A huge well done to the stars of the week:
Junior 1
Ella Dobson
Leyton Haynes

Junior 2
Maddie Barker Gaskell
Zac Noone

Miss Williamson
Ella Bradnock
Kian Armstrong

Mr Jennings , Mr Roberts & Miss Williamson

